Testimonials:
By: Jerry Lee on 09-08-2007
21:41
I am pretty impressed with
SkillExam's unique method of
assessment. They seem to
have put in lot of effort in
compiling the correct answers.
I
was
able
to
compare
candidate’s
answer
with
SkillExam’s answer and was
really able to test in-depth
knowledge of the candidates. I
would recommend SkillExam
to everyone!!

Features:
• Online Tests
• Offline Tests
• Full Assessment
Results
• Multiple Choice

”Take the guesswork out, Hire
with Confidence”.

Tests
• Free Response
Tests

-Jerry ( IT Manager )

•

SkillExam

Fully Managed by
us once ordered

By: Nick Doyle on 06-08-2007
18:31
Great
Service!!
We
were
searching for service and your
company provides a service
get true screening for our
potential
hires!!
Would
recommend your service to
everyone.

(No hassles to

Most Economical Online / Offline
Assessment
with
Personalized
service.

create tests,

Please visit: http://www.skillexam.net

manage reports)

- Nick (CTO)

SkillExam
Phone: (510) 713 – 9900

About Us:
CBS (Central Business Solutions )
has something really
unique to offer to boost
your hiring Process,
whether you are hiring
in-house or for your
client, we can help in
taking the guesswork
out of your hiring
process.
We
provide
you
customized
online
assessment test for
skills of your choice to
assess
your
candidates. You send
us your request with
skill sets, we will do the
rest !

Here is how it works:
1. You
create
an
online
assessment
test for one of
your potential hire with certain
skills to be tested (e.g. Excel,
Accounting or Java)

Pricing:
We have very economical pricing for
our services:
Number of
Tests

Pricing

2. The test could be of 15/30/60
minutes (depending upon your
request) comprising of random
questions from the required
skills from the vast set of
questions repositories stored in
our database.

One test

$15.00

10-50 tests

15% discount

50-100 tests

20% discount

100-200 tests

25% discount

3. You can then send the test link
with
secure
user_id
and
password via email to your
candidate.

200-500 tests

35% discount

500-1000 tests

40% discount

4. Once your candidate receives
the assessment link with secure
username and password. The
candidate takes the exam with
free hand answers (no multiple
choice questions). Since a
genuine candidate will know the
right answer and would be able
to write the answer within
stipulated time.
5. Once the exam is done you can
see the assessment sheet (pdf)
with candidate’s answers and
our answers (actual answers) in
your account.
6. You will realize the in-depth
knowledge of the candidate in
required skill set and proceed
to further steps in hiring.
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